12A Summer Term Curriculum Overview 2015/16
This term pupils will be studying the following topics in their KS4 curriculum.

Topic

Subject
Functional Numeracy

English
Enterprise

ICT

Drama

Food Tech

Art

This term the students will be using numbers in
everyday calculations around addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division and applying these to
everyday situations for example using money.
Continuing our exploration of branding. Exploring the
role of gender and designing a product.
This term the group are making ‘Grow’ Greeting cards to
sell to the public. This will include manufacturing the
cards, promoting them, pitching to possible clients and
selling. In addition, the class is also making business
cards for Southwark Council. Part of the Entry Pathways
Accreditation.
First half-term: Students will be revising for and taking
their ICT functional skills entry level exams.
Second half-term: Students will learn how computers
use repetition and loops to do things over and over
again (and again!).
Improvising, devising and performing. Students will work
together to perform pieces of their own devising and
based on their initial ideas.
Students in 12A this half term will be cooking and adding
work to their WJEC course work that will be entered this
summer: Independent Living: Food and Health and Food
Preparation Skills.
Japanese Art – work on the theme of Kabuki and
Samurai
Look at traditional Japanese costume, research the
Kabuki story of Yaegakihime
Use modern materials to make a reproduction Samurai
helmet like the one in the story.

MUSIC

PE

Making Art work for a “Tanabata” (Star Festival)
exhibition in the foyer on 7th of July
Continuing the introduction to Garageband on the iPad,
pupils will work in 2s learning to create a song using a
template with 2 or3 chords, with focus on a structure that
includes chorus, verse, bridge & instrumental.
Off-Site PE

In this unit pupils use facilities in the local community to
experience indoor and outdoor leisure activities. Taking
into account interests of the students we promote
positive attitudes towards an active and healthy lifestyle.

Lambeth College
Link Course
Life Skills

PSHE

.

Cricket
In this unit pupils focus on accurate replication & further
developing, implementing and refining techniques used
to play a simple game of cricket.
Pupils are working in the construction department at the
Vauxhall site. Each term they study a different course in
either painting and decorating, carpentry or bricklaying.
The class will continue work that focuses on their
individual targets in Literacy, Numeracy, Communication
and Social Skills. Part of the Entry Pathways
Accreditation ‘Developing Self’.
12A will begin a new Entry Pathways module ‘Dealing
with problems in everyday life’. This will involve
exploring issues students regularly face in and out of
school; mainly focused around safety in the community,
maintaining healthy relationships, and conflict resolution.

